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expansion casegoods
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Expansion® Casegoods offers a distinctive line of price-competitive laminate
casegoods furniture suited to a broad range of freestanding applications and private
office plans. A spectrum of finishes in laminate, wood, glass, fabric and felt allows
a broad range of aesthetic expression.
Expansion Casegoods also brings agility to spaces with integrated height
adjustability. The private office and conference rooms can easily be planned as
multi-functional spaces. The uniform product platform of 60,000 components
simplifies planning while sustaining a consistent aesthetic throughout the office.
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wall panel/storage

wall panel fabric

worksurface

seating

Foundation Laminate,
Provincial Oak

Flicker, Beam

Back-painted Glass

Sabrina: Brier Mesh;
Upholstery: Digi Tweed,
Rose Tweed

Height-adjustable desks, overlapping
worksurfaces, Wall Panels and secondary
desks create multi-level workstations,
maximize use of space and unify structure
and appearance.
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desk/storage

wall panel felt

seating

Foundation Laminate,
Urban Walnut

Loft, Carrara

Around: Black Mesh;
Upholstery: Adage,
Diffraction

Able to deliver optimum function,
Wall Panels accept mounted overhead
storage, tackboards, back-painted glass
markerboards, shelves and personal
organizers.
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wall panel/
desk/storage
Foundation Laminate,
Ivory Birch

wall panel fabric

desk legs

seating

Flicker, Beam

Outer: Foundation
Laminate, Storm White;
Inner: Mica, Sepia Bronze

Sabrina: Brier Mesh;
Upholstery: Digi Tweed,
Rose Tweed

Desk styles range from a light executive table
to enclosed breakfront desks. Two-tone legs,
Flintwood, back-painted glass markerboard
and tempered glass on modesty panels

enhance visual richness. Three surface
thicknesses (1, 1-3/16 and 1-9/16 inches),
six drawer pull options and ten leg styles
customize the look.
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wall panel/
surface/storage
Foundation Laminate,
Provincial Oak

wall panel felt

accessories

seating

Loft Carrara

Accent, Plum

Around: Dove Mesh;
Upholstery: Superspun,
Skein

Expansion Casegoods transforms smaller
spaces into practical and dynamic offices.
The height-adjustable extended shapes
maximize space by providing extra corner

surface and allowing easy transition from
seated to standing postures. Wall panels
and metal shelves, combined with low
secondary desks, maintain a light aesthetic.
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surface/storage

seating

Foundation Laminate,
Urban Walnut

Around: Black Mesh;
Upholstery: Adage,
Diffraction

Storage with cubic doors creates a clean,
modern aesthetic. A wardrobe, shelves and
file drawers can be housed in Cubic Towers
with a touch latch front.

planning versatility

A broad offering of desks, credenzas and
returns are available preconfigured or as
non-handed, reconfigurable modular
units. For a complete, coordinated offering,

Expansion Casegoods includes a selection
of reception desk modules configurations
including U-shaped, L-shaped and straight.
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surface/storage

seating

Foundation Laminate,
Urban Walnut

Just-Us: Khaki Mesh;
Upholstery: Substance, Chert

Expansion Casegoods offers an extensive
selection of meeting and conference tables
suitable for small informal meeting rooms
or spacious boardrooms.

surface/storage

table legs

seating

Foundation Laminate,
Ivory Birch

Accent, Plum;
Foundation Laminate,
Storm White

Just-Us: Fleece Mesh;
Upholstery: Superspun,
Skein

Workshop conference tables provide a modern
touch for meeting and collaboration rooms.
Inset legs allow for 360 degree seating
capabilities.

Blade Legs, designed with a unique twotone aesthetic, bring an elevated aesthetic
to conference rooms while discreetly
managing power and data cables.

conference/meeting tables

Expansion Casegoods series of meeting tables
offer height adjustability that encourage
changes in posture, worksurface power
options for easy access, and a variety of leg
designs that discreetly route height-adjustment
mechanisms and cord management.
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01 shelves

02 metal accessories

03 blade legs

04 glass surfaces

06 multi-functional drawer

08 power/data integration

Wood or metal shelves are ideal for
storing materials and displaying objects.

Metal accessories in Accent paint
colors add vibrancy to a work area. The
Worksurface Organizer with mobile
trays provides storage space for personal
items and work tools.

In addition to providing a two-tone
design option, Blade Legs manage
electrical and communications cables
when power modules are specified on
the worksurface.

Back-painted glass on worksurfaces and
gables enhance the workspace aesthetic.

The Multi–functional Drawer has an
anodized front and aluminum pencil drawer.
It can be installed under most worksurfaces
and above the Cubic Tower filing drawer.

Wall Panels discreetly deliver cables and
manage electronic devices, accommodating
power/data to primary worksurfaces.

05 personal screen
Personal Screens with Felt material
provide a magnetic surface while
enhancing spatial privacy.

09 linear power module
07 recycling/waste cabinet
Recycling and waste bins are discreetly
integrated in the secondary desk storage unit.

Several worksurface power options are
available, including the Linear Power
Module which can be specified in a twotone finish.
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